Text based pictures called ASCII art are often used in Web pages, email text and so on. They enrich expression in text data, but they can be noise for natural language processing and large ASCII arts are deformed in small display devices. We can ignore ASCII arts in text data or replace them with other strings by ASCII art extraction methods, which detect areas of ASCII arts in a given text data. Our research group and another research group independently proposed two different ASCII art extraction methods, which are a run-length encoding based method and a byte pattern based method respectively. Both of the methods use text classifiers constructed by machine learning algorithms, but they use different attributes of text. In this paper, we compare the two methods by ASCII art extraction experiments where training text and testing text are in English and Japanese. Our experimental results show that the two methods are competitive if training text and testing text are in a same set of languages, but the run-length encoding based method works better than the byte pattern based method if training text and testing text are in different sets of languages.
Introduction
Text based pictures called ASCII art are often used in Web pages, email text and so on. ASCII arts are roughly classified into two major categories: the structure-based ASCII art and the tone-based ASCII art [11] . The structure-based ASCII art represents pictures where outlines of objects are drawn by characters. Fig.1 shows a structure-based ASCII art of a smiley cat-like character. A simple smiley ':-)' is also categorized into the structure-based ASCII art. On the other hand, the tone-based ASCII art represents gray scale images consisting of characters. Fig.2 and Fig.3 show an image of a tower and a tone-based ASCII art of the image respectively. Recent ASCII arts use not only ASCII code characters but also Unicode characters, and have become more expressive. Figure 1 . A structure-based ASCII art ASCII art, however, causes problems for text processing and display of text. For example, they are noises for text-to-speech software and natural language processing. Because a text-to-speech software can not ignore ASCII arts in a given text data and pronounces digits and some symbols scattering in the ASCII arts, the speech confuses us. Another example is that some ASCII arts lose their shape in small display devices and we can not recognize them as ASCII arts.
Such problems can be solved by ASCII art extraction methods, which detect areas of ASCII art in a given text data. ASCII art extraction methods can be constructed by ASCII art recognition methods, which tell if a given fragment of text data is an ASCII art or not. With an ASCII art extraction method, we can ignore ASCII arts in text data or replace them with other strings. It is desirable that ASCII art extraction methods are language-independent because a text data may include one or more natural languages.
Our research group and another research group independently proposed two different ASCII art extraction methods. We proposed a run-length encoding (RLE) based method [7, 8, 9] . Because same characters tend to successively occur in lines of ASCII arts, compression ratio of text data by RLE represents how the text data looks like ASCII art. Nakazawa et al. proposed a byte pattern (BP) based method [4] . The method uses the occurrence number of each byte data in each line of text data to tell if the line In this paper, we experimentally compare the two ASCII art extraction methods because the two methods have not been compared yet by ASCII art extraction experiments using same text data.
The rest of the paper consists as follows. In section 2, we explain related work. In section 3 and 4, we explain the RLE based method and the BP based method respectively. In section 5, we explain our extraction experiments to compare the two methods. In section 6, we evaluate the two methods by the experimental results. We finally state our conclusion in section 7.
Related Work
We introduce related work about ASCII art recognition and ASCII art extraction. These methods are languagedependent as follows.
AA scan
A freely distributed software "AA scan" [2] , whose purpose is support of ASCII art collection, recognizes articles with ASCII art in a Japanese BBS on the Web. Though the author does not disclose the detail of the recognition method, he describes that the recognition method is specific to Japanese language in its document. For example, it uses occurrence rates of characters in text data which include not only the English alphabet but also Japanese characters such as Hiragana, Katakana and Kanji. 
A Run-Length Encoding based Method
In this section, we explain our RLE based method for ASCII art extraction [7, 8, 9] . We first explain two parts of the extraction method: a procedure called scanning with window width k and a procedure called text area reduction. We then explain the ASCII art extraction method. We finally explain an ASCII art recognition machine used in the ASCII art extraction method. We assume that text data is encoded in UTF-8.
Scanning with Window Width k
We define a procedure called scanning with window width k. Given a text data T , the procedure watches successive k lines on T and move the area from the beginning to the end of T by one line. We call the successive k lines as a window, and call the k as the window width. During the scanning, it applies a procedure, which is for text attribute extraction or ASCII art recognition, to each window.
Text Area Reduction
We define a procedure called text area reduction as follows. The procedure removes the following lines from a given text area represented by a pair of a start line and an end line of the entire text data.
• Successive lines from the start line which are recognized as non-ASCII art
• Successive lines from the end line which are recognized as non-ASCII art This procedure uses an ASCII art recognition machine for the recognition.
An ASCII Art Extraction Method
We define an ASCII art extraction method with window width w. Given a text T , the procedure outputs a set of ASCII art areas in T with the ASCII art recognition machine M as follows.
1. It applies scanning with window width w to the text T with M . It means that the procedure applies M to the window in the scanning.
2. For each chunk of successive windows in which text data have been recognized as ASCII arts, it records the text data in the chunk of the windows as an ASCII art area candidate.
3. For each ASCII art area candidate, it applies the text area reduction procedure with M .
4. It outputs the results of the text area reduction procedure as a set of ASCII arts. 5 shows an ASCII art area candidate obtained at the step 2 where there are redundant lines before and after the ASCII art. Fig.6 shows the resulting ASCII art extracted at the step 3.
An ASCII Art Recognition Machine
We use an ASCII art recognition machine in the ASCII art extraction method, which is constructed by a machine learning algorithm. It takes a set of text attributes as its input and outputs whether true or false. The true value and the false value represent that the text is an ASCII art and that it is not respectively.
We construct training data for the machine learning as follows.
1. We prepare a set of ASCII arts and a set of non-ASCII arts.
2. We extract text attributes from them using the scanning with window width k (= 1, 2, 3, . . ., w).
The extracted text attributes are R, L and S. The attribute R is an attribute based on data compression ratio by RLE. Given a text T consisting of n lines, the attribute is defined as follow.
where |x| denotes the length of a string x, RLE(x) denotes a string encoded from the string x by RLE, and l i is the i-th line of T . The attributes L and S are the number of lines and the length of the text data respectively. Before we calculate the attributes of a given text, we normalize the text [7] . There exist two kinds of white spaces in Unicode, whose character codes are U+0020 and U+3000. We replace each U+3000 white space with two U+0020 white spaces in text data because the font width of U+3000 is the double of that of U+0020. [4] . It scans a UTF-8 encoded text data by one line and detects areas of ASCII art in the text data. In advance of ASCII art extraction, an SVM model is constructed by a learning algorithm as an ASCII art recognition machine. Each training data consists of a class and an extended byte pattern. A class is either a class of ASCII art or a class of non-ASCII art. An extended byte pattern of a line is a concatenation of byte patterns of the line, the previous N -lines, and the next Nlines. For example, it is a concatenation of byte patterns of three lines, which is a 768 dimension vector, if N = 1.
In ASCII art extraction, the ASCII art possibility of a line is calculated from an extended byte pattern of the line using the constructed SVM model. The BP based method uses the smoothed ASCII art possibility to avoid splitting an ASCII art into parts. If the smoothed ASCII art possibility of a line is greater than or equal to 50%, the line is recognized as a part of ASCII art. The smoothed ASCII art possibility of a line is calculated from the ASCII art possibilities of the 2M +1 lines, which are the line, the previous M -lines, and the next M -lines.
To calculate the smoothed values, the weighted average is used in [4] . Suppose that the ASCII art possibility and the weight of i-th line are p i and w i respectively. The smoothed ASCII art possibility of the i-th line is calculated by the following expression.
Experiments
We compare the two ASCII art extraction methods by extraction tests. We implemented the two methods in Java. We used decision trees as ASCII art recognition machines for the RLE based method. The decision trees were constructed by the C4.5 machine learning algorithm [6] implemented in the data mining tool Weka [5, 10] . We used a library for support vector machines [1] to implement the BP based method. In addition, we used the default parameters of the libraries when we constructed decision trees and SVM models.
Text Data
We used two sets of text data E and J encoded in UTF-8 for the machine learning. The set of text data E consists of English text data with 289 ASCII arts and 290 non-ASCII arts, whose lines range from 1 to 118. The set of text data J consists of Japanese text data with 259 ASCII arts and 299 non-ASCII arts, whose lines range from 1 to 39. Their new line code is the sequence of CR LF. We constructed training data and testing data as follows. We divided the set of text data E and J into two groups A and B. Each of A and B consists of English text and Japanese text. We then made 800 text data from A. Each of the 800 text data consists of three parts X, Y and Z where X and Z are randomly selected non-ASCII art from A and Y is randomly selected ASCII art from A. Each of X, Y and Z is English or Japanese text data. There exist eight combinations of languages for X-Y -Z as follows.
• English-English-English
• English-English-Japanese
• English-Japanese-English
• English-Japanese-Japanese
• Japanese-English-English
• Japanese-English-Japanese
• Japanese-Japanese-English
• Japanese-Japanese-Japanese Figure 4 shows an example of such testing data where X and Z are English text and Y is a Japanese ASCII art. For each of the eight combinations, we made 100 text data. As a result, we got 800 text data in total. We also made 800 text data from B in the same way.
Conditions
ASCII art extraction experiments by the two methods were conducted under the following conditions.
We measured the average of precision, the average of recall and the average of F -measure in ASCII art extraction by 2-fold cross validation using the two sets A and B.
E-J Training text data is in English, and testing text data is in Japanese.
J-E Training text data is in Japanese, and testing text data is in English.
E-E Training text data is in English, and testing text data is also in English.
J-J Training text data is in Japanese, and testing text data is also in Japanese.
EJ-EJ
Training text data is in English and Japanese, and testing text data is also in English and Japanese.
In extraction by the RLE based method, we changed the window width from 1 to 10.
In extraction by the BP based method, we set N with 1 for extended byte patterns as in their extraction experiment [4] . We also set M with 1 in the expression 2 though the value of M is not clearly stated in their experiment [4] . As a result, we used the following expression to calculate the smoothed ASCII art possibility.
We changed the weight w i in this expression 3 from 0.0 to 1.0 under the condition that w i + w i−1 + w i+1 = 1 and w i−1 = w i+1 . Table 1 and Table 2 show the results by the RLE based method and the BP based method respectively under the case E-J. In the case of the RLE based method, the highest average of F is 0.897 when the widow width is 2. In the case of the BP based method, the highest average of F is 0.647 when the weight is 0.0. The highest average of F of the BP based method is 72.1% of that of the RLE based method. Table 3 and Table 4 show the results by the RLE based method and the BP based method respectively under the case J-E. In the case of the RLE based method, the highest average of F is 0.983 when the widow width is 8 and 9. In the case of the BP based method, the highest average of F is 0.838 when the weight is 0.0. The highest average of F of the BP based method is 85.2% of that of the RLE based method. Table 5 and Table 6 show the results by the RLE based method and the BP based method respectively under the case E-E. In the case of the RLE based method, the highest average of F is 0.984 when the widow width is 4 and 5. In the case of the BP based method, the highest average of F is 0.977 when the weight is 0.0. The highest average of F of the BP based method is 99.3% of that of the RLE based method. Table 7 and Table 8 show the results by the RLE based method and the BP based method respectively under the case J-J. In the case of the RLE based method, the highest average of F is 0.926 when the widow width is 4. In the case of the BP based method, the highest average of F is 0.919 when the weight is 0.0. The highest average of F of the BP based method is 99.2% of that of the RLE based method. Table 9 and Table 10 show the results by the RLE based method and the BP based method respectively under the case EJ-EJ. In the case of the RLE based method, the highest average of F is 0.957 when the widow width is 6. In the case of the BP based method, the highest average of F is 0.954 when the weight is 0.0. The highest average of F of the BP based method is 99.7% of that of the RLE based method.
Results
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6 Evaluation Table 1, Table 2, Table 3, and Table 4 show the results where the training text and the testing text are in different sets of languages. In these cases, the highest average On the other hand, Table 5, Table 6, Table 7, Table 8 , Table 9, and Table 10 show the results where training text and testing text are in a same set of languages. In these cases, the highest average of F -measure by the BP based method is at least 99.2% of that by the RLE based method.
These results show that the two methods are competitive if training text and testing text are in a same set of languages, but the RLE based method works better than the BP based method if training text and testing text are in different sets of languages.
The reasons are as follows. Table 11 shows the occurrence percentages of byte data in testing text data. In English text data of both ASCII art and non-ASCII art, more than 87% of byte data are in the range between 00 h and 7F h . In Japanese text data of both ASCII art and non-ASCII art, more than 81% of byte data are in the range between 80 h and FF h . Because of these bias, ASCII art and non-ASCII art in a language can not be distinguished well by byte pat- On the other hand, Table 12 shows the percentages of compression ratio by RLE in testing text data. In ASCII art in both English and Japanese, more than 87% of compression ratio are in the range between 0.0 and 1.6. In non-ASCII art in both English and Japanese, more than 97% of compression ratio are in the range between 1.6 and 2.0. Because of these bias, ASCII art and non-ASCII art can be roughly distinguished by even one test of compression ratio regardless of their languages. 
Conclusion
We experimentally compared two ASCII art extraction methods: a run-length encoding based method and a byte pattern based method. In advance of ASCII art extraction, both of them use machine learning algorithms to construct text classifiers which classifies fragments of input text into ASCII art or non-ASCII art. Both of them scan a given text and check if fragments of the text are parts of ASCII art or not using the text classifiers. Our experimental results show that the two methods are competitive if training text and testing text for machine learning algorithms are in a same set of languages, but the run-length encoding based method works better than the byte pattern based method if training text and testing text are in different sets of languages. This proves that the run-length encoding based extraction method is more language-independent than the byte pattern based method.
